All-at-Once ConsciousnessTM
Lecture
“The True Nature of Everything”
Saturday, June 14, 2014 - 1:30-3:00 pm
Vero Beach, FL - Cost: $15
“We are one consciousness … one light, expressing through the multi-faceted
prism of our own essence.”
~ Carol Romine
Join Carol Romine, mystic and author of the book “Avatars of Consciousness Awaken to Your
Divine Destiny,” in a lecture about the ultimate truth of who you are and why you are
experiencing life. It is a phenomenal truth that shifts your consciousness, bridges
spirituality and science, unifies classical and quantum physics, and heralds the new
paradigm shift in collective human consciousness.
You’ll learn that our classical (seen) and quantum (unseen) worlds do not contradict each
other, but validate the undeniable truth of All-at-Once ConsciousnessTM … the true nature
of you, divinity, our universe—the true nature of everything.
This paradigm-shattering truth will enlighten your mind, bring peace to your heart,
captivate your spirit, and imbue you with the knowing that you are not alone, you do
matter, and you can engage with your own higher (divine) consciousness to transform,
enrich, and more joyfully live your truest life.

At age 9, Carol experienced a transcendent, life-altering encounter with Divinity that awakened
her consciousness and unfolded a remarkable life of conscious interaction with Divine energy that
ultimately revealed the answers to humanity’s greatest questions: Who Am I? Why Am I Here?
What Is the Ultimate Purpose of Life? Does Consciousness Continue After Death?
Carol Romine is a Mystic, Spiritual Teacher, Intuitive Counselor, and Author of the
groundbreaking book, “Avatars of Consciousness Awaken to Your Divine Destiny.”
Join Carol on her radio show “Awakening The Divine Conscious YouTM” on webtalkradio.net

To register for this lecture or schedule a private session with Carol, please click
on the “Contact Carol” button on this website and complete the form.

